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Moroccan Cinnamon Oranges
Winter Oranges Add a Burst of Edible Sunshine!
NATURALLY DELICIOUS RECIPES • Janice Feuer-Haugen
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n the midst of the darker, colder days of
winter, vibrant oranges taste especially
bright and beautiful. Although available
365 days a year, citrus fruits are at their sweetest,
juiciest and freshest during the winter months,
where they add a welcome burst of edible
sunshine.

A FEW SWEET & LUSCIOUS VARIETIES
 Easy to peel seedless Navel oranges have a
rich, juicy flavor making them perfect for
eating out of hand. So well suited to the
Southern California climate, navel oranges
are the most commonly grown orange in
California.
 Cara Cara oranges look like other navel
oranges from the outside. Cut into one and you’re
greeted with stunning rosy pink flesh and an exceptionally sweet taste. Seedless, low-acid Cara Caras can
be used in place of other oranges in any recipe.
 With the deepest red flesh and an orange rind
flecked with red, less acidic Blood Oranges taste tartsweet and complex. Many consider blood oranges to
be among the finest dessert oranges in the world.
 Characterized by its slight bell-shape and a small
bump on the stem end, Minneola Tangelos are a
cross between a tangerine and a grapefruit. Tangelos
are known for being easy to peel and super sweet.
CHOOSING & STORING ORANGES
• The general rule to find the juiciest oranges is to
choose smaller, thin and smooth skinned oranges
that are firm and heavy for their size.
• An orange with a green tint to its rind can be ripe
and ready to eat.
• At room temperature, choose fruit that smells
fragrant and a bit sweet.
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• Store oranges loose in the vegetable bin of the
refrigerator for up to a month. Or in a cool, dark
place in the kitchen for up to two weeks.
IMPRESSIVE HEALTH BENEFITS
Nutrient rich, affordable and delicious, no
wonder oranges are one of the most popular fruits in the
world. Their health benefits include much more besides
being an excellent source of vitamin C. A single orange
contains over 60 different flavonoids and more than 170
different phytonutrients. To reap their benefits, research
confirms that eating an orange is better than taking
supplements. Plus when you eat oranges instead of
drinking their juice, you receive more nutritional
benefits along with the necessary fiber to help slow
the body’s absorption of the sugar in the juice.
A 2003 report by an Australian research group
included evidence of citrus consumption’s positive
effects “in studies for arthritis, asthma, Alzheimer’s
disease and cognitive impairment, Parkinson’s disease,
macular degeneration, diabetes, gallstones, multiple
sclerosis, cholera, gingivitis, optimal lung function,
cataracts, ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease.”
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CINNAMON IS
IMPRESSIVE, TOO!
Along with being
one of the most popular and
delicious spices, cinnamon
is also one of the healthiest.
Cinnamon has been shown
to lower blood sugar levels,
reduce inflammation, lower
bad cholesterol, improve
digestion, help treat symptoms of Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s, and slow the
growth of cancer cells as
well.
WINTER’S PERFECT
DESSERT
Knowing what we
now know about oranges
and cinnamon, winter’s the
time to enjoy a batch of
quick and easy to prepare
Moroccan Cinnamon
Oranges. Naturally sweet
tasting and fragrant, these
lively colored oranges will
surely brighten winter’s
grayest days. I

hroughout Morocco, seasonal fresh fruits are more
typical than cooked desserts.
Choose a variety of the sweetest and most luscious oranges
you can find, such as rosypink Cara Caras, deep crimson
Blood Oranges, bright orange Navels
or super-sweet Tangelos.

5. Plate the oranges individually or on a
platter. Drizzle the cinnamon mixture
over the oranges.

Serves: 2 or more depending upon
the size of the oranges

6. Lightly sprinkle the oranges with additional cinnamon to taste.

Total time: 10 minutes
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INGREDIENTS:
1 tablespoon local, light honey
½ teaspoon ground cinnamon
2 oranges, preferably seedless
1 tablespoon fresh orange juice
Additional ground cinnamon
to taste

Using a
serrated
knife to
peel
oranges

DIRECTIONS:
1. Combine the honey and cinnamon together in a small bowl.
2. Use a serrated knife to remove
the peel and all the pith from
the oranges. Squeeze the peel
over a bowl to release the juice.

PEELING ORANGES
THE FANCY WAY

3. Stir one tablespoon of the
orange juice into the honey and
cinnamon mixture. Mix well.
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4. Slice the oranges into approximately ¼ inch thick slices.
Remove any seeds.

o Remove a thin slice of the peel and pith on
both ends to expose the fruit.

Janice’s Cooking Classes

or presentation alone, you’ll want to master
this technique for removing both the peel
and bitter pith. Easy, really.

o With a sharp serrated knife use a sawing
motion as you work around the orange.
Remove the colored peel and the white pith
as you go.
o Take care with your knife to leave the
orange round and nicely shaped.

For info on upcoming classes, visit

EverydayHealthyEverydayDelicious.com
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Blood oranges

o Work over a bowl to catch the juices.
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